Interaction of differently oriented lipids in monolayer: mixed monolayers of 16-(9-anthroyloxy)palmitic acid with phosphatidylcholine and cholesterol.
16-(9-Anthroyloxy)palmitic acid (16-AP) is a bifunctional molecule with carboxyl and 9-anthroyloxy groups attached at both ends of the hydrocarbon chain. At the air-water interface, in a monolayer, the 16-AP molecule has horizontal and vertical orientations, depending on the surface pressure of the monolayer. The miscibilities of 16-AP with dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC), cholesterol (CH), and fatty acids in mixed monolayers were evaluated in investigations of monolayer phase transitions. Lipid molecules with flexible hydrocarbon chains, i.e., DMPC and fatty acids, formed homogeneous mixed monolayers with horizontally oriented 16-AP. On the other hand, the rigid molecule, CH, could not accommodate the horizontally oriented 16-AP in a monolayer, and there was a phase separation from 16-AP. In biological and reconstituted membranes, preferential binding of phospholipid to the integral protein and exclusion of cholesterol in close vicinity of the membrane protein have been recognized. On the basis of this work, it can be expected that flexible lipids readily accommodate the rough hydrophobic surface of integral proteins and stabilize the structure of the protein, while rigid lipids such as cholesterol are removed from the immediate environment of the membrane protein, if the protein does not interact specifically with the rigid lipids.